
BabyGrok
Enter the new era of DeFi

www.babygrok.ai

https://babygrok.ai


Who is BabyGrok?

Meet BabyGrok, the crypto companion making 
DeFi accessible, fun, and rewarding for all. We're 
more than just a token - we're a community on a 
mission to simplify the future of finance.
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Our Token
More than just cute, the BabyGrok token fuels 
the ecosystem. Governance rights, staking 
rewards, and fee reductions empower holders 
and build a transparent, inclusive financial 
future, together.

Total Supply 
420,000,000,000,000,000 BGK

Buy Tax - 5% 
Sell Tax - 5%

Liquidity Pool

Marketing

Dev
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Token

Utility

Artificial Intelligence
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Market Valuation

ATH -  Market Cap$78m

Since its launch, BabyGrok has experienced 
impressive growth and fostered a vibrant and 
engaged community. We remain committed to 
transparency and building trust as we strive 
towards continual development and innovation.
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BabyGrok DEX - Swap crypto within the 
BabyGrok ecosystem.

BabyGrok Sniper - Find & join profitable crypto 
opportunities.

BabyGrok Debit Card: Spend crypto in everyday 
life.

Token 2049: Joining the biggest names in 
crypto at Dubai's Token 2049.

Dubai Expo: Showcasing innovation at Dubai 
Expo alongside industry leaders.

Our Token
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BabyGrok DEX

The BabyGrok DEX offers a secure and user-
friendly platform for seamless crypto trading. 
With competitive fees, deep liquidity, and a 
focus on intuitive design, the DEX empowers 
individuals of all experience levels to participate 
in the DeFi ecosystem.
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BabyGrok Sniper

The BabyGrok Sniper, accessible as a Telegram 
bot, is your cryptocurrency scouting 
companion. It efficiently scans the market, 
identifying lucrative new token launches with 
high growth potential.
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BabyGrok Debit Card

The BabyGrok Debit Card seamlessly bridges 
the gap between cryptocurrency and 
everyday spending. Use your crypto holdings to 
make purchases anywhere Mastercard® is 
accepted, eliminating the need to constantly 
convert your crypto to fiat currency.
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TOKEN2049

Babygrok Joining the Conversation

 Showcase Innovatio

 Strategic Networkin

 Amplify Brand Awareness

What is TOKEN2049
 TOKEN2049 is the premier crypto event, organised annually in 

Dubai and Singapore, where founders and executives of the 

leading Web3 companies and projects share their view on the 

industry. We shine a light on the global developments, while 

taking a unique and widening perspective on the ecosystem and 

its vast opportunities.
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CryptoEXPO

Babygrok Joining the EVENT

 Engage the Communit

 Educate and Infor

 Expand Reach and Recognition

What is CRYPTO EXPO DUBAI 2024
 Witness the largest Crypto Expo in Dubai with top-notch 

investors and leaders in the cryptocurrency industry to network 

and discover new business possibilities. Don't pass up the chance 

to network with the best cryptocurrency businesses for trading 

and investing. Learn about the cryptocurrency industry, Altcoins, 

Blockchain, and Consensus. We are highly proficient in 

organizing a B2C event by providing the cryptocurrency industry 

with supreme quality educational resources and networking 

possibilities.
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Roadmap
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 DEX launche

 Sniper bot operationa

 Growing communit

 Partnerships secure

 Strong brand established

quarter I  Showcase at Token2049 Duba

 Engage at Crypto Expo Duba

 Improve DEX feature

 Optimise DEX performanc

 Attract new user

 Educate users (AMAs, webinars

 Expand globall

 Reach 100,000 Holders

quarter II

 Introduce BabyGrok Debit Car

 Expand global reach (targeted 
social media

 Host regional event

 Implement advanced staking & 
yield feature

 Integrate DEX with leading DeFi 
protocol

 Pilot test AI devic

 Refine roadmap based on feedbac

 Reach 200,000 Holder

 Launch a Bug Bounty program for 
the AI device

quarter III

 Unveil BabyGrok AI device 
(personalized investment, portfolio 
management

 Explore NFT integration & DAO 
governanc

 Secure funding & resources for long-
term growt

 Collaborate with industry leaders for 
DeFi adoptio

 Partner with educational institution

 Launch governance framewor

 Advocate for responsible innovation 
in DeF

 Integrate additional DeFi protocols 
and functionalities based on user 
feedbac

 Host a global community 
conference to celebrate BabyGrok's 
achievements and foster 
collaboration

quarter IV



Our Team

Mr X

Lead Designer


Elevating Designs since 2016

CursedPRK

Lead Developer


Developing Tech since 2015

Bob

Founder & CEO


Crypto Advocate since 2017

Ahmed

CMO


Marketing Maven from Middle East
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https://t.me/amndngi
https://t.me/proprk


Official Links

Social links:

babygrok.ai


whitepaper.babygrok.ai


https://twitter.com/babygrok_bsc


https://t.me/babygrok


https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/baby-grok-bsc/


https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/baby-grok

Exchange listing:

www.bitmart.com/trade/en-US?symbol=BABYGROK_USDT


https://www.coinstore.com/#/spot/babygrokusdt?ts=1709292545461


https://www.biconomy.com/exchange/BABYGROK_USDT


https://www.mexc.com/exchange/BABYGROK_USDT


https://www.lbank.com/trade/babygrok_usdt


https://www.bitget.com/spot/BABYGROKUSDT


https://www.xt.com/en/trade/babygrok_usdt


https://www.gate.io/trade/BABYGROK_USDT

Contact us at contact@babygrok.ai 
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